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ABRIVATIONS USED 
Appellant / Brandley Brief, Herein referred to as BB 
Appellees / Seamons Brief, Herein referred to as SB 
Transcript of Hearing, Herein referred to as R 
Mediation Agreement Herein referred to as MA (BB Exhibit A) 
Settlement Agreement Herein referred to as SA (BB Exhibit B) 
Notice of Subdivision Ordinance Violation Herein to as Notice (BB Exhibit E) 
Wellsville City Ordinance Herein referred to as WCO (BB Exhibit D) 
Bonneville Title Company Title Policy referred to as Title Policy (BB Exhibit C) 
Fourth District Court Herein referred to as 4DCourt 
Page (P) 
Paragraph (par) 
Exhibits (E) 
As example Brandley Brief Exhibit A would be (BBEA) 
Any reference to the Development Agreement between the City and Seamons using the 
terms, Contractual Agreement, Contract, Agreement with the City, Agreement, 
Development Agreement all refer to the DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT (BB 
Exhibit K) Also referenced in the Notice (Exhibit E) 
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OPENING STATEMENT OF REVIEW 
Brief filed by Seamons is filed improper and therefore this court must strike and 
disregard SB. It states in error the Appellants are Stephen L. Brandley, Creekside land 
Development, LLC, and John Doe 1 to 10. Creekside Land Development, LLC and John 
Doe 1 to 10 are not party to this appeal and Brandley can not respond on behalf of a party 
presented by Seamons not a party to this case. Trying to decide which statements in the 
SB apply to this case or apply to Creekside Land Development, LLC,: and John Doe 1 to 
10 should not be the responsibility of Brandley, therefore the Brief filed by Seamons is 
improper in its filing and should be stricken and disregarded. Also Seamons fail to use 
double spacing throughout their Brief as required. If they had their Brief would have 
exceeded the permitted 50 pages. 
If the Court feels to allow SB then Brandley responds in his best effort as he 
believes SB applies to Brandley and BB filed. It is Brandley5s position that this Court 
will determine that the findings made by the trial court are not adequately supported by 
the record and must be. (Wessel v. Erickson Landscaping Co., 711 P.2d, 252 (Utah 
1985) Brandley believes the facts presented in Brandley's brief (BB) and the response 
herein will affirm this opening statement. 
ARGUMENT IN REPLY TO APPELLEE'S BRIEF 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
II. Statement of the facts and proceedings below: 
Item2. P2 Improperly stated by Seamons. The MA was drafted at mediation 
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by the parties and their attorneys. See (BBP21-22) Issue F) with additional comments 
herein P13 ItemF PI7) Both parties wrote the MA and Clause 4.12 of SA applies. 
Item5. P3 Seamons point out the documents are related and Seamons when 
drafting the SA included clause 4.12 the Mutual participation in Document Preparation 
where in it states "Each Party has participated materially in the negotiation and 
preparation of this Agreement and any related items" The only related Item is the MA. 
Item 6. P3 and Item 7 P4 The discussion by Seamons of what Brandley was 
doing during or before his 30 days of due-diligence started has no bearing on did he have 
the right to file the lien at the time he file. However Brandley hearing Mr. Leatham 
stating that "Mr. Seamons can't offer the open space because he doesn't own it" (BB 
Exhibit H) was helping Brandley complete his due-diligence. His suggestion they move 
on the property was in response to their comment that they owned the property Brandley 
also suggested it should be discussed with the City Attorney. Brandley's conduct and 
due-diligence process was according to the MA and does not change the facts. 
Item 8 P4 Improper and opinion and not based on fact. Brandley had no 
knowledge that Wellsville City was going to file anything. No proof has been show 
otherwise. Brandley was fully justified in signing the SA in that he had two options, one 
if no encumbrances were found Seamons would convey the open-space to him and two if 
any encumbrance was found Brandley had the right by agreement to file the lien on the 
land in Mendon. Brandley had signed the MA and had full intent of honoring the MA 
and exercising one of the two options and as such signed the SA. His due-diligence did 
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not cause or require any change to the Agreements or his ability or Seamons ability to 
abide by the contract. 
Item 9 P4 Seamons point out and Brandley agrees Wellsville City filed a 
the Notice against the property. Said Notice points out a violation of Seamons statutory 
and contractual obligation with the City to convey the property as directed by the WCO 
(BB Exhibit E item 6 and 7) and none of those options allowed conveyance to Brandley. 
This is an encumbrance on the property and a fact dismissed by the judge in his ruling (R 
P48 line 19, 20 and 21.) as further explained in the (BB Issue H P23). This Notice is 
supported by the record at the hearing. The findings of the trial court did not support the 
facts in this issue presented at the hearing and must support the facts. (Wessel 
v.Erickson) 
Item 11&12 P5 This statement by Seamons is improper and opinion and not 
based on the facts of the case (the right to file). Brandley did know it was "designated as 
open space". If Brandley had some how a knowledge of the WCO from 6 years earlier 
why would Brandley ask for 30 days to complete due-diligence? The facts show 
otherwise. Seamons opinion of why Brandley approached the city is conjecture on their 
part and should be stricken. 
Item 13 P5 This statement is false as no discussion of the WCO was discussed at 
Mediation. Seamons have no facts to show otherwise. The MA shows only the 
designation of open space. (It is noted if Seamons had discussed it fully they would 
surely know of their requirement to convey other than to Brandley?) 
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Iteml5 p5 & Item 16 P6 These statements are incorrect and an opinion and 
assumption not based on facts. Seamons never provide any evidence that title work was 
done by Brandley5 s brother only Ad Hominem Fallacy opinion and assumption. 
Brandley's brother did not prepare the title report. Bonneville Superior Title did as 
shown on the paperwork. Brandley did not know the mind of the City of Wellsville or 
their Attorney. Brandley had full right to do due-diligence and complete his settlement 
terms in the MA and those options did not change by signing the SA. 
Item 17 P6 This statement is incorrect concerning the preparation of the title 
report. Said Judgment was outstanding at the 4DCourt (BBEC and BBEF) and so the 
Title Company had every right and responsibility to show it outstanding at the time of 
filing of the lien. It is an encumbrance and gave Brandley the right to file the lien. 
Seamons5 presented a Release of Notice of Lien and Satisfaction of Judgment prepared 
by Seamons5 Attorney and used it to show the judgment was paid. However these 
documents were misleading as they did not address the Court filings and records. Thus 
these documents prepared by Seamons Attorney were uses to mislead the court. The 
Documents were prepared by Seamons Attorney and should be held against Seamons in 
the preparation. The Title Company found the judgment outstanding at the 4DCourt and 
(BBEF) confirms the fact of the judgment shown by the title report. Brandley stood by 
the Title Companies report. 
The Hearing Courts ruling of the lien being satisfied was not adequately supported 
by the facts presented in the hearing in the findings of the Title Company as confirm in 
the 4D Court record. (BBEC and F) 
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Item 18. P6 This statement is in error as this is the Judges statement in his ruling 
and not Brandleys or Seamons and can not be assigned to either party. Also it states in 
(R. at 48:24,25) "I don't think that, you stipulated to it" showing Brandley did not 
stipulate to it. 
Item 19,20,21,22 P6 The Order needed to be complete to appeal and give the 
Court of Appeals the ability to hear said Appeal and issue a ruling. "[a]n appeal is 
improper if it is taken from an order or judgment that is not final." Bradbury v. Valencia, 
2000 UT 50, #9, 5P.3d 649. If no final order was issued the Court of Appeals would be 
required to dismiss the appeal without prejudice. 
Reply to Summary of Argument SB beginning P7 
Seamons offer their opinion that Brandley improperly introduced evidence not 
presented in the trial Court that was not part of the record, and did not comply with Rule 
24. Seamons continues calling Brandley's Brief burdensome, irrelevant, immaterial, 
scandalous, misleading, and frivolous. Seamons then fail to provide any evidence or 
facts of said opinions. 
Brandley affirms all evidence and testimony presented in BB is fully related to the 
case and is or was part of or referenced to in the submitted evidence or testimony or is for 
clarification to confirm said evidence or testimony just as case law sited is for 
clarification of facts presented in the Hearing. Brandley also affirms his statements, 
addendums and evidence confirm the facts presented at the hearing. Because the major 
points of facts were dismissed in the ruling and a new direction given by the judge in his 
ruling, we claim the right to be heard in BB and to present testimony and documents 
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which confirm the facts of the Hearing and redirect the court back to the facts of the case. 
Concerning Seamons statement in par 2 "of Fraud against Appellants" No such fact was 
raised against Brandley in the Hearing. This should be stricken. 
P7 par 3,P8 par4 These statements are incorrect, the Hearing Court did not rely 
on the facts when issuing their ruling. In fact they dismissed those facts as irrelevant, 
"that the open-space had nothing to do with you're your agreement." (R P48 line 19 
through 21) The Judgment and tax liens are encumbrances. The Notice is an 
encumbrance, it was filed against the property confirming required action by Seamons 
according to statute and contract. The Hearing Court findings were incorrect as pertaining 
to the facts presented and this Court must overturn the order. 
Argument I page 8 Seamons offer their opinion that Brandley presents new 
evidence not presented to the Hearing Court. Brandley response in support of each 
Exhibit listed as follows; 
1) Exhibit F The Title Report presented to the Hearing referenced a Judgment 
by the 4D Court so the record submitted in (BBEF) is to confirm the Fact presented in 
the Hearing that the Judgment was still outstanding at the 4D Court. It is related and 
discussed in the Hearing and only confirms the fact presented. 
2) Exhibit K. The Development Agreement is referenced and quoted in the 
Notice presented in the Hearing (BBEE). Providing it in the Brief confirms the facts of 
the Notice and the Development Agreement was signed by the Seamons and that contract 
law does apply as pointed out in (BB Issue H). (BB Issue H) also answers the Judges 
question in his ruling where he states "Unless someone can show me otherwise" 
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discussing ownership by the City. (R P48 line 9-13) BB Issue H showing contract law 
does show otherwise. A fact which is not disputed by Seamons with any fact or case law 
or evidence showing otherwise in SB. 
3) Exhibit L. The Plat is part of the Development Agreement as defined above 
as part of the Notice presented in the Hearing. 
4-7) Exhibit N, O, P, O. Concerning N, Please see (BB Issue A). Also the MA 
on page 2 item 2 States "Because there are questions surrounding the validity of the 
DISSOLUTION OF MOUNT STERLING ESTATES, LLC. N is that dissolution 
referenced to and applies as does O, P, Q as they show the problems with the title due to 
Seamons improper actions which the original suit against Seamons was about, which was 
being settled by the MA and SA. The use of BBE N, O, P, Q are used to clarify the facts 
why the need to use of a quit claim deed to convey the property to Brandley if no 
encumbrances were found. They bring clarity and understanding to the terms of the MA. 
Since the Judge in his ruling chose to bring up the transfer by quit claim, we did not have 
the ability or privilege to exercise our right to be heard and respond to the Judges 
presentation. We so choose to do so in this Appeal process, first showing why we used a 
quit claim deed to convey instead of a warrantee deed in the MA and then direct the 
Court back to the facts of the case. 
8). The reference to the error typing was given by Seamons' in pointing out the 
amount was not $25,841.92, but was $2,100. (R P16 linesl9-21) They did not refute 
there was a judgment in fact in their statement Seamons confirm the error and the 
judgment did exist. 
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9). This statement is in error as the title policy submitted in the Hearing states "A 
Judgment for $25,841.92, docketed June 25, 2004 under Case No. 048400506 in the 
Fourth District Court, State of Utah, County of Utah..."(BBEC Schedule B Section 2 
Item 25) Also in the Hearing (R PI6 11-16) statement by Seamons "And it's my 
understanding that that title report identifies a judgment that the title report says was 
attached to the open space parcel in the amount of $25,841.92 in the favor of a Created 
Window Design from a judgment that had been entered in the Fourth District Court back 
in 2004. " Pointing out they confirm the judgment at the 4D Court. 
10), This Statement is in error, in (BBEC Schedule B Sec. 2 no.8) of the 
submitted title policy show the tax liens. It was submitted in the Hearing. 
11). This Statement is in error as the Notice on the property presented in the 
Hearing does reference the Development Agreement and the breach thereof by Seamons 
of this contract. SEE (BBEE item 3, 5, 6, 7, 8). 
12) and 13) Both are in error as they are part of the dissolution problem stated in 
the MA and are used in BB to bring clarification to the reason for the quit claim deed for 
the conveyance and are presented under the right to be heard as well. 
14). A Bonneville Title is bonded for their work in the title industry and there 
work is accepted reliable fact by county recorders offices, mortgage companies and the 
courts. As such that makes them an acceptable expert in their field of work. 
P 10 last Par As outlined above the arguments given by Seamons were found to 
be in error and Brandley has shown that the documents presented in the BB do not 
constitute new evidence but are referenced to in the hearing and therefore are used herein 
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to preserve and verify the facts presented at the Hearing. They do not bring forth any new 
unrelated facts. Rule 24 (a) (9) "States the argument shall contain the contentions 
and reasons of the appellant with respect to the issues presented, including the grounds 
for reviewing any issue not preserved in the trial court, with citations to the authorities, 
statutes, and parts of the record relied on." Brandley has followed the Rule and as such 
presented documents and facts related to the record and referenced said issues to the parts 
of the record relied on. If the Court of Appeals finds any of these above issues were not 
preserved in the trial court, Brandley believes those issues would still be permitted as 
they have been referenced to in the authorities, statutes and parts of the record evidence 
that supports the challenged findings as required by Rule 24 (a)(9). Note the rule does 
not exempt issues not preserved in the trial court from being presented. The rule gives 
reference to how to include the grounds for such issues to be presented to the court of 
Appeals. (Rule 24. Briefs (a)(9)) "An argument". "The argument shall contain the 
contentions and reasons of the appellant with respect to the issues presented, including 
the grounds for reviewing any issue not preserved in the trial court, with citations to 
the authorities, statutes, and parts of the record relied on. A party challenging a fact 
finding must first marshal all record evidence that supports the challenged finding." 
All Exhibits presented by BB meet Rule 24. 
II. P l l BB was presented according to the structure for Briefs presented by the 
Utah Court of Appeals pro-se help guidelines including sighting references to the 
hearing, documents presented, appropriate authorities and statutes. Brandley believes he 
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met all requirements under Rule 24(k) Seamons opinion of it being immaterial, 
irrelevant, etc is only sited as their opinion and not based on any fact presented. 
II P12 paragraph 1. Again Seamons present opinion and demeaning comments 
with no presentation of facts. Brandley believed fully the Hearing Court would not 
dismiss the facts of the encumbrances on the property and the lien would stand. As such 
Brandley had no reason to pursue the fraud of Seamons in the Hearing as he agreed to 
settle and under the terms and with the facts of the encumbrances he was to receive the 
$50,000 lien for settlement. Because the facts of the case were mistakenly dismissed in 
the ruling, Brandley has been forced to file an Appeal under the right to be heard and 
presented all related facts. The facts of the case show Seamons offered the open space as 
settlement to Brandley. The Notice of the City shows the fact Seamons had earlier 
agreed in Contract to convey the property to City or Conservancy group or homeowners 
association as such to offer such property to Brandley was fraud in the inducement. 
Brandley was wise enough to ask for 30 days due-diligence and also ask for the lien on 
the Seamons Mendon property, receiving the $50,000 lien would have constituted a value 
receive of $50,000 for settlement. For Seamons to knowingly offer the open space land 
already committed was disingenuous, and dishonest and does constitute fraud in the 
inducement. Seamons knew of there commitment and still offered the property. As 
shown in the attached letters (See Exhibit AA.) Then when the encumbrances were 
found Seamons failed to abide by the terms of the MA & SA and allow the lien. SB could 
have shown any facts that they had showing no such Development Agreement. For 
Seamons not to respond except denial can not be held against Brandley. 
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II P12 paragraph 3. Seamons statement is opinion, again trying to demean 
Brandley, with disingenuous comments with no reference to facts and should be stricken. 
III. P13&14 Seamons offer their opinion that all issues presented by Brandley 
were not tied to the Hearing or submitted documents. Brandley affirms they were tied 
and timely filed otherwise the appeal would not be heard. Seamons again repeats the 
statement Brandley signed the order. Brandley affirms again "[a]n appeal is improper if 
it is taken from an order or judgment that is not final" (Bradbury) 
Item a. P15. The point brought forward as Issue A by Brandley arose from the 
Judge presenting information concerning the quit claim deed and its role in the transfer of 
the open space after his dismissal of anything related to the open space (encumbrances). 
This left Brandley without the opportunity to defend the new quit claim statements and 
their relationship to the case. No right to be heard. The issue was preserved. 
Item b PI 5 It is to be noted on (SB P7 par 1 line 5 Summary of argument) 
SEAMONS state: "he fails to provide a citation to the record showing his issues were 
preserved in the trial court" Yet in total conflict with his previous statement he states on 
SB item B PI5 line 4 "While these arguments may have been preserved to the trial 
court" Brandley believes this shows Seamons argument is in error and Brandley's issue 
were preserved. The issue of signing the order had been dealt with previously. 
{Bradbury) 
Item c P16 Seamons point of Brandley never brings this up in the hearing is 
ridicules. It happened in the ruling by the Judge. If it had happened in the hearing 
11 
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Brandley could have responded redirected the court back to the facts or asked the Judge 
to recluse himself. However it happened in the ruling. This issue was preserved. 
Item d PI 6 Concerning the ambiguity of the agreement Seamons points out 
"there is nothing in the record to indicate that the trial court was presented with this issue 
and given the opportunity to address it." This statement is in error as the Judge made the 
statement in his ruling, so it was presented. However the second part of the statement is 
correct in that neither party was give the opportunity to address it. This issue by Brandley 
was preserved. 
Item e P16 Seamons statement is in error as the Judge stated I don't think you 
(Brandley) stipulated to it. BB P20 par2 Issue E shows where he quotes the judge on 
and therefore preserves this issue. Reply to the error see ( 8)& 9) above P8.) 
Itemf P17 Seamons points out in error there is no relationship between the MA 
and SA when Seamons state in the bottom paragraph "Brandley cites to in support of his 
issue is Language from the SA which applies only to the SA as it was executed several 
weeks after the MA." Stated in reference to clause 4.12 of the SA. Yet in SB P3 no.5 
Seamons ties both agreements together in their statement of facts. Also in (SB P21 par 
2) Seamons state: "The relevant Agreements contained the following relevant 
provisions:" in so doing confirms their opinion the Agreements are related. Brandley 
affirms either the MA and SA are relevant and related and SA clause 4.12 applies to both 
or only the SA is in effect as the latest signed Agreement between the parties. Therefore 
SA clause 4.12 is in effect in either case and MA can it not be held against Brandley and 
the issue is preserved. 
1? 
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Item g P18 Again Seamons argue the issue was not argued or presented in the 
Hearing. This is in error as it references the Hearing and specifically the Judges ruling 
and is in reference to the facts of the case. Was it conveyed to the City or were there any 
encumbrances on the open space at the time the lien was filed. To disregard the open 
space or its encumbrances causes the issue of the findings of the trial court to not 
supporting the facts. (Wessel) they must support the facts. Therefore this issue is relevant 
and preserved for appeal. 
Item h PI 8 Seamons incorrectly state there was never any evidence presented to 
the trial court concerning a contractual Agreement with the City. Said evidence was 
presented to the court in the Notice by the City filed on the property. It is relevant as 
pointed out in (BB Issue H) and preserved for appeal. 
IV. PI9 & 20 Seamons error in their statement in Par 2 where in they say 
Brandley has not identified this issue. Brandley has pointed out in many places 
throughout his Brief that the issue were part of the Hearing and Brandley had the right to 
file the lien at the time the lien was filed. (BB P7 no, 4, P9 no.2, P l l p a r 3 , P15,16 
B. Issue par 1 & 2, P17,18 C. Issue par 1, P21 PI highlighted, P22,23 G Issue, P28 
Conclusion ) If he found any encumbrances, the lien is not wrongful. Throwing out the 
open space as not relevant by the Judge in his ruling falls under not ruling on the facts or 
the matter before the court. (Wessel) 
V. P20-22 Seamons statement is in error where in they state on SBP22 line 3 
"Brandley produced no evidence to the trial court that either of these two events entitled 
him to file the lien ever occurred." Brandley produced a title report and the Notice. 
n 
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Both documents showed encumbrances on the property. In (Item A P22 par 2) Seamons 
issue their opinion and conjecture not base on fact in what they think Brandley believed 
about the open space parcel at the time he filed his Notice of Interest in (2006). The 
MA & SA show otherwise. Brandley asked for 30 days to do his due-diligence on the 
open space encumbrances. 
P22„ 23 a. Par2,3,4 Seamons also again error in stating their opinion as to what 
Brandley did or didn't recognize or understand. None of which is based in fact. The 
facts show Brandley asked for 30 days to perform due-diligence on the open space 
encumbrances. It shows he acted in good faith requesting the 30 days due-diligence. 
P23 par 5 -page 24 Seamons herein confirm the Notice was filed by the City of 
Wellsville and presented to the court. They make statements supporting Brandley5 s 
position that the Property with the designation of open space did not show a lien on the 
tile at the time of the signing of the Agreements. They also quote the Notice wherein the 
City acknowledges Seamons as owner. However the Notice also declared Seamons were 
in violation of the WCO and the Development Agreement, a contract between Seamons 
and the City agreeing to deed the open space property to the City, homeowners 
association or Conservancy group. None of which is Brandley. Thus they had no right to 
offer it to Brandley as a part of the settlement or convey any deed to Brandley. The 
Notice is an encumbrance on the property and states an interest by the City. (BB 
P23,24,25) shows under executory contract and the doctrine of equitable conversion a 
equitable ownership of the property is held. To disregard the open space or its 
encumbrances is an issue of the findings of the trial court not supporting the facts. 
14 
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(Wessel) the ruling must support the facts. Therefore this court must rule to overturn the 
findings of the Hearing Court in favor of Brandleys lien. Seamon try to explain what 
they believe City meant however the Notice states otherwise. 
B encumbrances P25 no. 1 Seamons point out the notice shows the WCO is 
binding on current owners. Thus substantiating at the time the lien was filed it was 
binding on Seamons, as such it is an encumberance. Item 7 of the Notice which states: 
"..., regarding all questions related to the above-referenced Open Space and the City's 
claim of an interest therein, as stated in this notice" Not only does it warn parties it also 
affirms "the City's claim of an interest therein." 
P26, 27 item 2 Seamons again rehearse their opinion of what Brandley should or 
did know. The fact is he ask for time for due-diligence and thus the case law quoted in 
the bottom of page 26 does not apply. Therefore Seamons can not claim Brandley is stuck 
with any encumbrances based on "charged with knowledge" as if he had not requested 
the due-diligence time with a second option for settlement. In fact the opposite is true 
because of the agreement Brandley has every right to point out the encumbrances on the 
property and file the lien on the Mendon Property. 
P27 item 3. The title report submitted to the Hearing Court did show the tax 
liens and are facts of the case. Seamons claim they could have produce evidence 
concerning them. They had the title policy before the hearing and fail to do so then and 
here as well. It was and is there responsibility to dispute an encumbrances with facts. 
P30 par 2 Seamons state "therefore the only evidence on any tax liens that would have 
been before the trial court was a title report" This statement shows Seamons admission 
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that the tax liens were submitted and therefore have relevance and is admissible here as 
additional confirmation of the encumbrances of any kind. Brandley includes the tax 
records from the county offices as (Exhibit BB) herein as additional confirmation of the 
title report. Seamons also in par 2 continue with their error and opinion that the title was 
100% bad and prepared by Brandley's brother both of which are errors and opinion with 
no bases in fact and no evidence other than their opinion to show otherwise. 
VI Item a. Though Brandley agrees with the premise of Mullane v. Central 
Hanover Bank & Trust Co., 339 U.S. 306, 314 (1050) Brandley also believes this 
premise was not followed by the Judge when he disregarded and dismissed the facts of 
the encumbrances on the open space and ruled based on his position that the quit claim 
and its definition and did not afford Brandley an opportunity to present his objections. 
The points concerning the quit claim deed definition and its relevance had not been made 
by either Parties or the Judge in the open hearing where in Brandley would have or could 
have responded. As presented in the ruling Brandley was denied his right to be heard. 
Item b. Brandley reaffirms that the fact of the encumbrances of the open space 
were disregarded and dismissed by the judge as he so stated in his ruling: (R P48 line 
19,20,21 "So the Court totally disregards your argument that the open space had anything 
to do with your Agreement." The facts showed encumbrances in the judgment, Notice 
and tax liens. Seamons attorney did in fact influence the Judge by his Ad Hominem 
Fallacy as shown in the quote on SB P34 center. The Title was done by Bonneville Title 
Company not Brandley's Brother, which was the opinion of Seamons not based in any 
fact yet by his Ad Hominem Fallacy approach to the hearing he did influence the Judge to 
1 £ 
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rely on his opinion not on the facts. On the last sentence of SB P34 and the top of P35 
Seamons again issue their false opinion as to the fact of who prepared the title report and 
again call it suspicious again a demeaning opinion not based in fact. Brandley and this 
Court are justified to rely on the facts presented in the title report. 
Item c. P35 This item was discussed and so we refer to the comments above in VI 
item a. PI 6. Additionally this could have been brought up by the Court in the Hearing 
where the parties could have responded but it was not. To bring up this new information 
in his ruling and then to rule on it put the Judge as a witness and ruling on his own 
evidence brought forward with no chance for Brandley to respond. For Seamons to 
make comments like calling Brandley5s claims "quite ludicrous." or "Brandley bring 
issues merely because he did not like the trial court's ruling." Should be stricken as 
opinion, inaccurate, burdensome, irrelevant and only their opinion not based in fact and 
continuing the Ad Hominem Fallacy of their presentation rather than address the facts. 
Item d P36. Again Seamons again begins with trying to demean Brandley in his 
statement that Brandley has mischaracterized and misunderstood the case law cited. This 
is his opinion and not based in fact as Brandley quotes the case law and it does in fact 
confimi his points concerning ambiguity and the ability of the court to rule when 
ambiguity is found. Seamons then goes on the agree with Brandley when he states in SB 
P 37 par2 "The Court was merely stating that as a matter of law it couldn't make a 
determination when evidence of an ambiguity exists, but that such would be left for a 
trier of fact to determine the intentions of the parties." This statement shows Seamons 
agrees with Brandley and his understanding of the case law surrounding an ambiguity. If 
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the Judge had brought up his concern of ambiguities in the hearing the parties would have 
had the opportunity to bring forward the facts supporting their view of any ambiguity 
found by the judge. See (BB pg 19) for comments & case law quotes on this Issue. 
Item e. Page 38 Seamons conjecture here is in error as Seamons pointed out to 
the Hearing Court that the amount shown on the Judgment was wrong and only 2100. (H 
P16 Iine.19-21). Seamons did not contest the Judgment by the 4D Court but affirmed it 
in (H P16 line 11-16 and 19,20) Where in they discuss the judgment that had been 
entered in the 4D Court and ask, "are you aware of the documents filed here today that 
shows that judgment." Both statement concur there was a judgment but as point out by 
Seamons the amount shown on the title was in error. Thus, a typing error all other 
aspects of the judgment and its existence with the 4D Court were fact and founded and 
not disputed by Seamons as they showed no court filing it was satisfied. To throw out the 
whole title policy because of a typing error is improper. It confirmed the fact of a 
judgment at the 4D Court as outstanding and (BB Exhibit F) confirms this point by 
Brandley in his Brief. The Judge was in error in ruling the judgment was satisfied. As 
earlier stated, The findings of the Hearing Court did not support the facts of the hearing 
and must support the facts. (Wessel) 
Item f. P39-P40 Please see Brandley's response (Item F P12 above) 
Item g. P40 & 41 Seamons are incorrect in their statements on page 41 first 
paragraph below the quote where they state 'The parties, in both of the agreements, had 
agreed that the open space designation would not constitute an encumbrance, effectively 
taking the open space designation out of consideration and making "open space" 
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irrelevant to their agreement." This statement is incorrect in that it tries to imply that 
because the parties agree the designation of open space was not an encumbrance, they 
also agree the open space is irrelevant, which is incorrect. Brandley confirms the open 
space is relevant and so does Seamons in their next line. "The only contingencies were 
whether the parcel had already been conveyed to the City of Wellsville or whether it had 
been encumbered in any way" "Parcel" and "it" in this sentence both refer to the open 
space. So the open space is related and relevant and Seamons trying to say Brandley 
agreed otherwise is in error. For a property to receive a designation by the City does not 
encumber the property with a lien. It only designates the property as to the zoning in a 
City. An example is a residential or commercial designation. Said designation does not 
encumber the property with a lien by the City. As pointed out several times in their Brief 
Seamons acknowledge the designation did not encumber the property and that Seamons 
held title. What Brandley has pointed out is that the Seamons in entering into the 
Development Agreement with the City they agreed to abide by the Ordinances which 
govern what a property owner can or can not do with property in the City limits. The 
same is true if I choose to develop a property in a city designated as commercial, I would 
sign a Development Agreement with the City and the Ordinances will direct me what I 
can and can not do in that commercial designation. In this case the Ordinance requires 
the Seamons to deed the property. The Judge did not disregard the designation of open 
space but the open space as not having anything to do with the agreement. Brandley 
affirms the open space has everything to do with the Agreements and the encumbrances 
found concerning the open space. 
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Item H. P41,42 To again try and diminish repetitiveness Brandley asks the court 
to refer to Seamons state on (SBP42 line 7) "There was no such contract entered into 
evidence at the trial and the trial court found that there was no such agreement." This is 
in error as there is no place where the Trial court states there was no Development 
Agreement or Agreement with the City. Then in total conjecture Seamons goes on to 
say concerning the Development Agreement "The trial court received the testimony of 
Brandley as evidence..." so in one breath they say no such contract was entered into 
evidence and the court found there was no such agreement, then in the next breath the say 
the opposite. The sentence continues with Seamons again giving their incorrect 
statement when they said "and obviously choose not to give it much weight, as it lacked 
any substance other than Brandley stating his interpretation of a nonexistent contract." 
Seamons state their opinion of what the Judge was thinking and then they forswear on 
record before this court that there was not a contract with the City (nonexistent 
contract). The Notice filed by the City states the contract and the cities interest, the 
Development Agreement substantiate the facts of the Notice. Both show a contract 
between Seamons and the City. (Exhibit AA) letters show they knew of their obligation 
fully. 
P43 P44 Seamons again error in their statement calling Brandley misleading. 
See (BB Issue H P23) Points are covered: Open space must be conveyed to one of three 
options. City has a signed contract with Seamons, City filed an interest on the property 
in the Notice for statuary and contractual violation. Seamons spend two pages and never 
address the issue of their obligation as owner to convey the property to one of these 
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options by contract with the City. This contractual obligation as filed encumbers the 
property. Seamons and City are the contracting parties. It is interesting in the last par on 
page 44 that after denying the existence of an Agreement or their responsibility to 
convey the property, Seamons say they (The Developer) do not have to transfer title to 
the City as the Ordinance gives them three options. No option to convey to Brandley is 
available. 
P45 -P47 Seamons again offer their opinion of what Brandley knew or should 
remember from 2004 while failing to acknowledge what they knew. Brandley asked for 
30 days to do due-diligence. The point in this referenced section of BB is Seamons knew 
of their contract obligations with the City as confirmed in (Exhibit AA) and still offered 
the property for settlement. Brandley ask for 30 days and the Mendon lien to secure 
$50,000 value for the settlement if encumbered. Seamons failed to defend in anyway 
why they would offer the property when they knew of their obligation but continue with 
their Ad Hominem Fallacy comments about Brandley and their opinion of what he 
believed or understood. 
P47 par 1 Seamons state in the last 2 sentences " Further, Brandley had counsel 
present at the mediation and had the ability to research any potential restrictions that may 
have accompanied the open space designation. This is precisely why Seamons only 
agreed to convey the parcel by way of quit claim deed." What is why Seamons only 
agreed to convey the parcel by way of quit claim deed? Because Brandley had counsel 
present? or Brandley had the ability to research any potential restrictions? Neither of 
which are in the MA or SA. The MA clearly states why a quit claim deed was used.. 
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P47 Par 2 is also in error, Seamons say "It is clear that the City had no 
intentions of requiring the Seamons to transfer the open space parcel to the City." 
Opinion not base on any fact, the city file a Notice, with a statement of claim of interest 
in the open space and has first right. Also see (Exhibit AA) Seamons in the same par 
continue to avoid the issue, Did the have a contractual obligation to deed it to one of the 3 
options including the City or can they prove in fact they did not have any obligation. 
SB P49 last par Seamons again tries to say their intent was to only convey what 
they did or did not have. Which statement gives credence to Brandley's statement that 
they knew they offered something could not and of no value for value. In this statement 
Seamons are trying to hide behind the quit claim deed, which the MA shows the 
conveyance could only be done this way because of their improper filing of the 
Dissolution of the original company. No other reason given and no facts by Seamons 
showing otherwise. 
P49 par 2 They did offer their opinion and did claim their were no false 
representations made by Seamons then they follow with an error in their statement saying 
the status of the property as open space was openly discussed at mediation. This 
statement carries two meanings one correct and one not correct which makes the 
statement in improper and misleading. The Issue that the designation of open space did 
not encumber the property was stated and put in the agreement by Seamons, however 
there was no discussion of open space only the designation. Seamons submit no evidence 
to show otherwise. Brandley however submits the MA to show the fact. Seamons have 
testified as has Brandley the Designation of Open Space did not place an encumbrance on 
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the property as shown by the title. However the signing of the Development Agreement 
did cause a contractual obligation to convey the property to one of 3 options. Seamons 
never provided any evidence to show otherwise. 
P50 Seamons try to say the open space has value to Brandley, and express their 
opinion as to some value in the land for farming etc, and that the City of Wellsville 
agreed to purchase it from him. Again Seamons statement is in error and their opinion 
and misleading. Utah is a race-notice state (BB P26 last par). Brandley can not in good 
faith take possession of the property knowing it is contractually going to someone else as 
well who has first rights to it. They say the City is willing to purchase it from me. That 
is also incorrect. Before the appeal started, the City offered to help me with legal costs if 
I could get Seamons to sign a release and I gave them the property. Seamons refused so 
no value. 
In Conclusion: Seamons in their Brief have failed to shown any evidence 
contrary to the facts presented in the Hearing and in this Appeal disputing the facts of the 
Hearing affirmed by Brandley. Seamons show no evidence that there was no 
Development Agreement. They show no evidence the MA was in error in stating the 
property was to be conveyed if no encumbrances were found, or dispute Brandley's 
evidence or definition of what it means to convey. They showed no evidence or facts to 
supporting why Brandley's reasons a quit claim deed was used as pointed out in the MA 
was different than he stated. They failed to show any fact or evidence why they offered 
this property to Brandley knowing they had a previous agreed to convey it by contract. 
They failed to show any evidence or fact disputing the title policy showing the Judgment 
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from the 4D Court is not outstanding on the Court record. They failed to show evidence 
supporting their opinion that the Notice was not an encumbrance and an interest filed by 
the City or to present records or documents showing otherwise. They failed to present 
any evidence that the statements in the Notice were incorrect in any way. They failed to 
show any evidence or law that their contractual obligation to convey the open space 
property to one of the 3 parties was any different than pointed out in BB P24 and 25. 
They failed to show any evidence but denial there was not fraud in the inducement in 
their offering the pre-obligated property to Brandley as pointed out in BB P26, 27. 
Brandley affirms the facts presented in the hearing and confirmed in the 
Appeal: There was an outstanding judgment at the 4D Court at the time the lien was 
filed. The Court did not correctly deal with the evidence of Bonneville Titles error in the 
amount of the judgment but discarded the title report fully rather then only acknowledge 
the correction of the amount of the Judgment. The tax liens were outstanding at the time 
of the lien. The City did encumber the property with their Notice and it states clearly a 
violation in statutes, contract and the city claims an interest in the open space. Said 
Notice was filed on the property and was outstanding at the time the lien was filed. 
Seamons did sign a contractual obligation with the City to convey the property to one of 
three options, none of which is Brandley. That contract was with the City and the City is 
one of the three options, with first option. The Hearing Court did bring up new 
information concerning a quit claim deed and how it related to Seamons transfer of the 
open space, (if no encumbrances were found) in his ruling. Brandley was not given due 
process to respond and redirect the court back to the issues and facts of the case. The 
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Judge did bring up new information in the ruling and as such acted as a witness and then 
completed his ruling based on this information. The Hearing Court did state the court 
finds the agreement somewhat ambiguous in his ruling and did not give Brandley or 
Seamons the right to be heard in the matter. The Hearing Court did not correctly deal 
with the MA in interpreting it against Brandley. The facts show Seamons did know of 
their Contract with the City and to offer what they could not give to Brandley to induce 
him to settle is fraud in the inducement and malice of forethought. (Exhibit AA) 
Brandley re-affirms the conclusion here and in his Brief and ask for the relief 
sought 
Signed this the 8 day of August 2012. 
Stephen L. Brandley, Pro-se 
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Exhibit AA 
COMMUNICATION BETWEEN 
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iAlain C. Balmanno 
HJTCHINGS BAIRD 
CURTIS & ASTILL PLLC 
Attorneys at Law 
9537 South 700 East 
Sandy, U T 84070 
Re: WellsviUe City - Mount Sterling Estates Subdivision 
Our File No. N-l 11.28 
Dear Alain: 
I recently met with Don Hartle, the WellsviUe City Manager. H e advised that the open space 
as shown on the Mount Sterling Estates Amended Subdivision Plat is still titled in the names of your 
clients, Sherwin and Jane Seamons. At Don ' s request, I have reviewed the recorded plat and the 
letters and other documents in m y file related to this development. 
You and I spoke by telephone and exchanged letters regarding this development, primarily 
during 2006. We discussed the requirements of the City's Open Space provisions and the ownership 
standards outlined. As you would understand, the intent is to see that ownership of the Open Space 
is transferred to an entity that will survive the lifetime of any individual or individuals, in order that 
proper care and maintenance can continue for the Open Space and so that a surviving entity remains 
to provide all necessary protections. I enclose a copy of Section 16.20.040 of the WellsviUe City 
Code entitled "Open Space." This was in effect at the time the Subdivision and Development 
Agreement were approved. I also enclose a copy of the plated portion of the recorded plat, which 
shows the Open Space areas. 
At one point, I had been advised that title to the referenced Open Space was in the process of 
being transferred to the name of Utah State University for grazing and botanical garden purposes. 
Ownership by the University for these purposes would have satisfied the intent and requirements of 
the ordinance. Apparently, the transfer to the University was never accomplished and is not now 
being considered as a viable option. 
CLIENT 
COPY 
130 SOUTH MAIN, SUITE 200 
P.O. BOX 525 
LOGAN, UTAH 84323-0525 
TELEPHONE (435) 752-1551 
TOLL FREE (866) 752-1551 
TELEFAX (435) 752-2295 
TREMONTON OFFICE: 
123 EAST MAIN 
P.O. BOX 115 
TREMONTON, UTAH 84337-0115 
TELEPHONE (435) 257-3885 
TELEFAX (435) 257-0365 
E-MAIL oh@oh-pc.corn 
www.oh-pc.com 
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COPY 
Page 2 
llain Balmanno 
february3,2009 
I am writing to inquire about the current status of your clients' efforts to complete the transfer 
of title for the Open Space to an appropriate entity. Don said that he had spoken with Sherwin a few 
months ago. Sherwin indicated that someone involved with "Pheasants Forever" or an entity with a 
erne similar to this had been lined up to take title. A Mr. Bodrero was to contact Don, but has never 
tone so. Don also asked me to indicate that the City has been contacted by some of the owners in 
te subdivision who indicated a willingness to form a homeowner's association to hold the title and 
provide management for the property. The City would also be willing to accept title and provide 
management and protective services as provided by the ordinance. 
I would appreciate hearing from you once you have had a chance to review this with your 
clients. It's time to get this work completed, and I would appreciate your assistance in doing so. 
Very truly yours, 
OLSON&HOGGAN,P.C. 
BLJ:mrb 
Enclosures 
cc: Don Hartle, Manager 
Wellsville City 
P. 0. Box 6 
Wellsville, UT 84339 
J:\BLJ\LTR\abalmanno. 5. doc 
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16.20.030 
by dividing the service area of the bridge 
into the area of the land being developed by 
the subdivider. 
D. Road Dedications and Reservations. 
1. New Perimeter Streets. Street systems 
in new subdivisions shall be laid out to 
align with the existing city grid except 
where sensitive lands are deem to be re-
served by the planning commission. Where 
an existing half-street is adjacent to a new 
subdivision, the other half of the street shall 
be improved and dedicated by the subdivid-
er. The city council may authorize a new 
perimeter street where the subdivider 
improves and dedicates the entire required 
street right-of-way width its own subdivi-
sion boundaries provided alignment with 
existing and future roads. 
2. Widening and Realignment of Exist-
ing Roads. Where a subdivision borders an 
existing narrow road or when the master 
plan, official map or zoning setback regu-
lations indicate plans for realignment or 
widening a road that would require use of 
some of the land in the subdivision, the 
applicant shall be required to improve and 
dedicate at its expense those areas for wid-
ening or realignment of those roads. Front-
age roads and streets as described above 
shall be improved and dedicated by the 
applicant at its own expense to the full 
width as required by these subdivision 
regulations when the applicant's develop-
ment activities contribute to the need for the 
road expansion. Land reserved for any road 
purposes may not be counted in satisfying 
yard or area requirements of the zoning 
ordinance whether the land is to be dedicat-
ed to the city in fee simple or an easement 
is granted to the city. (Ord. 98-22 (part)) 
16.20*040 Open space. 
A. Applicants for the development of 
any land within the city shall be required to 
set-aside sensitive lands or potentially sensi-
tive lands as open space as defined in this 
title. Except that, set-asides for common 
open space shall not be required within the 
town center area (as shown on the official 
master plan) in that the area lacks the abili-
ty to have contiguous open space and many 
building lots occupy small development 
parcels in a built-up area. 
B. Open space shall be provided wher-
ever sensitive lands or potentially sensitive 
lands exist. Also open space shall be locat-
ed wherever it is deemed necessary by the 
planning commission to connect adjacent 
existing or future open space. In addition, 
the developer may locate open space where 
ever desirable for the homeowners of the 
planned residential subdivision. Existing 
open space outside the proposed area shall 
not be used in determining the allowed 
dwelling units for the planned residential 
subdivision. 
1. Minimum Percentage of Open Space. 
The minimum percentage of land that shall 
be designated as permanent open space, not 
to be further subdivided, and protected 
through a conservation easement held by the 
city or by a recognized land trust, 
conservancy, or homeowners association 
shall be as specified below: 
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16.20.040 
Percentage of 
Open Space Required 
Zone (percent) 
RCA 
RA-5 
RA-1 
RA-1/2 
R-l-12 
All other residential 
zones 
Commercial, Industrial 
and Manufacturing 
50 
50 
40 
35 
30 
30 
20 
2. All undivided open space on any lot 
capable of further subdivision shall be re-
stricted from further subdivision through a 
permanent conservation easement, in a form 
acceptable to the city and recorded in the 
county recorder's office. 
3. At least twenty-five percent of the 
minimum required open space shall be 
suitable for active recreation purposes, and 
not more than fifty percent shall be used for 
active recreation in order to preserve a 
proportion of natural areas on the site. The 
purpose for which open areas are proposed 
shall be documented by the applicant. 
C. Type of Ownership Allowed in Open 
Space 
1. General. Different ownership and 
management options apply to the perma-
nently protected open space created through 
the planned residential subdivision process. 
The open space of sensitive lands or poten-
tially sensitive lands shall remain undivided 
and may be owned and managed by a 
homeowners' association, the city, or a 
recognized land trust or conservancy. A 
public land dedication, not exceeding ten 
percent of the total parcel size, may be 
required by the city through the sensitive 
lands to facilitate trail connections. A narra-
tive describing ownership, use and mainte-
nance responsibilities shall be submitted for 
all common and public improvements, utili-
ties, and open space within undivided lands. 
2. Ownership Standards. Undivided 
lands within a development shall be owned, 
administered and maintained by any of the 
following methods, either individually or in 
combination, and subject to approval by the 
city: 
a. Offer of Dedication. The city shall 
have the first and last offer of dedication of 
undivided lands in the event such land is to 
be conveyed. Dedication shall take the form 
of a fee simple ownership. The city may, 
but shall not be required to accept undivid-
ed lands provided that: 
i. Such land is accessible to the resi-
dents of the city; 
ii. There is no cost of acquisition other 
than any cost incidental to the transfer of 
ownership such as title insurance; and 
iii. The city agrees to and has access to 
maintain such lands. Where the city accepts 
for dedication undivided lands that contain 
improvements, the city may require the 
posting of financial security to ensure satis-
factory functioning and structural integrity 
of improvements for a term not to exceed 
eighteen months from the date of accep-
tance of dedication. The amount of financial 
security shall not exceed fifteen percent of 
the actual cost of installation of such im-
provements. 
b. Homeowners' Association. The undi-
vided lands and associated facilities may be 
held in common ownership by a homeown-
ers' association. The association shall be 
formed and operated under the following 
provisions: 
i. The developer shall provide a de-
scription of the association including its 
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bylaws and methods for maintaining the 
undivided lands; 
ii. The association shall be organized by 
the developer and be operated with financial 
subsidization by the developer, before the 
sale of any lots within the development; 
iii. Membership in the association is 
automatic (mandatory) for all purchasers of 
homes or lots therein and their successors. 
The conditions and timing of transferring 
control of the association from developer to 
homeowners shall be identified; 
iv. The association shall be responsible 
for maintenance of insurance and taxes on 
undivided lands, enforceable by liens placed 
by the city; 
v. The members of the association shall 
share equitably the costs of maintaining and 
developing such undivided lands. Shares 
shall be defined within the association by-
laws; 
vi. In the event of a proposed transfer, 
within the methods here permitted, of undi-
vided lands by the homeowners' associa-
tion, or of the assumption of maintenance 
of the undivided lands by the city, notice of 
such action shall be given to all property 
owners within the development; 
vii. The association shall have or hire 
adequate staff to administer common facili-
ties and properly and continually maintain 
the undivided lands; 
viii. The homeowners' association may 
lease undivided lands to any other qualified 
person, or corporation; for operation and 
maintenance of undivided lands by such 
lease agreement shall provide: 
(A) That the residents of the development 
shall at all times have access to the undivid-
ed lands contained therein, 
COPY 
16.20.040 
(B) That the undivided lands to be leased 
shall be maintained for the purposes set 
forth in this title, and, 
(C) That the operation of facilities within 
the undivided lands may be for the benefit 
of the residents only, or may be open to the 
residents of the city, at the election of the 
developer and/or homeowners association, 
as the case may be. 
The lease shall be subject to the approval 
of the city council and any transfer or as-., 
signment of the lease shall be further sub-
ject to the approval of the city council. 
Lease agreements shall be recorded with the 
county recorder within thirty days of the 
execution and a copy of the recorded lease 
shall be filed with the city. 
c. Transfer of Easements to a Private 
Conservation Organization. With the per-
mission of the city, an owner may transfer 
easements or ownership to a private non-
profit organization, among whose purposes 
it is to conserve undivided land provided 
that: 
i. The organization is acceptable to the 
city, and is a bona fide conservation organi-
zation with perpetual existence; 
ii. The conveyance contains appropriate 
provision for proper reverter or retransfer in 
event that organization becomes unwilling 
or unable to continue carrying out its func-
tions; and 
iii. A maintenance agreement acceptable 
to the city is entered into by the developer 
and the organization. 
3. Maintenance Standards, 
a. The owner of the undivided lands 
shall be responsible for maintenance and the 
raising of all moneys required for opera-
tions, maintenance or physical improve-
ments to the undivided lands through annual 
dues, special assessments, etc. The mainte-
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16.20.040 
nance organization shall be authorized, 
under its bylaws to place liens on the prop-
erty of residents who fall delinquent in 
payment of such dues, assessments, etc. 
b. In the event that the maintenance 
organization or any successor organization 
shall, at any time after establishment of a 
development containing undivided lands, 
fail to maintain the undivided lands in rea-
sonable order and condition in accordance 
with the development plan, the city may 
serve written notice upon the owner of 
record, setting forth the manner in which 
the owner of record has failed to maintain 
the undivided land in reasonable condition. 
c. Failure to adequately maintain the 
undivided lands in reasonable order and 
condition constitutes a violation of this title. 
The city is authorized to give notice, by 
personal delivery or by United States Postal 
Service, to the owner or occupant, as the 
case may be, of any violation directing the 
owner to remedy the same within twenty 
days. Further, the city shall be authorized to 
assume maintenance of the undivided lands 
in such a manner as it deems appropriate. 
d. Should any bill or bills for mainte-
nance of the undivided lands by the city be 
unpaid by January 1st of each year, a lien 
shall be filed against the premises in the 
same manner as other municipal claims. A 
late fee of fifteen percent annually shall be 
added to such bills. 
4. Access by Public. Upon completion 
of improvements within undivided lands, 
the public shall have access to the open 
spaces of the planned residential subdivision 
at all times and all locations as approved in 
the total design plan. At no time shall pub-
lic access be denied unless unsafe condi-
tions exist or unless approved by the city. 
Public access within undivided lands shall 
be allowed only where identified and al-
lowed within the approval documents. (Ord. 
99-17 (part); Ord. 99-14 (part); Ord. 98-22 
(part)) 
16.20.050 Drainage and storm 
sewers. 
A. General Requirements. The planning 
commission shall not recommend for ap-
proval any plat of subdivision that does not 
make adequate provision for storm and 
flood water runoff channels or basins. The 
stormwater drainage system shall be sepa-
rate and independent of any sanitary sewer 
system. Storm sewers, where required, shall 
be designed by the rational method, or other 
methods as approved by the planning com-
mission, and a copy of design computations 
shall be submitted along with plans. Inlets 
shall be provided so that surface water is 
not carried across or around any intersec-
tion, nor for a distance of more than six 
hundred feet in the gutter. When calcula-
tions indicate that curb capacities are ex-
ceeded at a point, no further allowance shall 
be made for flow beyond that point, and 
basins shall be used to intercept flow at that 
point. Surface water drainage patterns shall 
be shown for each and every lot and block. 
B. Grading and Drainage Plan. A grad-
ing and drainage plan shall be prepared by 
a professional engineer registered in the 
state. The plan shall include at least the 
following: 
1. A map of the entire site with existing 
and proposed contours using a minimum of 
five foot contour intervals at the same scale 
as the concept plan; 
2. Proposed plans and locations of all 
surface and subsurface drainage devices, 
walls, dams, sediment basins, storage reser-
voirs and other protective devices to be 
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
August 14, 2009 
130 SOUTH MAIN, SUITE 200 
P.O. BOX 525 
LOGAN, UTAH 84323-0525 
TELEPHONE (435) 752-1551 
TOLLFREE (866) 752-1551 
TELEFAX (435) 752-2295 
TREMONTON OFFICE: 
123 EAST MAIN 
P.O. BOX 115 
TREMONTON, UTAH 84337-0115 
TELEPHONE (435) 257-3885 
TELEFAX (435) 257-0365 
E-MAIL oh@oh-pc.com 
www.oh-pc.com 
Sherwin Seamons 
Post Office Box 212 
Mendon, Utah 84325 
Re: Wellsville City - Mount Sterling Estati ?s Subdivision - Open Space 
OurFileNo.N-U1.2A 
Dear Sherwin: 
Earlier this year, I wrote to you regarding the Open Space shown on the Mount Sterling 
Estates Amended Subdivision Plat that is still titled in your name and Jane's. I had previously 
written to Alain Balmanno, who I understand is no longer representing you, and then followed up 
with a letter directly to you. 
As you know, the requirements of the Open Space provisions of the City's Subdivision 
Ordinance apply to the Open Space that was created in your subdivision. I sent a copy of the 
applicable section of the ordinance and a copy of the portion of the recorded plat which shows the 
Open Space areas, to you. The Ownership Standards in the ordinance require that title to the Open 
Space in this subdivision be transferred to an appropriate entity that will provide proper care and 
maintenance for the Open Space. 
I recently spoke with Don regarding the status of the title to this Open Space and he advises 
that he has not been contacted by anyone regarding the ownership of the Open Space, since I last 
wrote to you. The City has attempted to work with you and has been more than patient in allowing 
you the time to make an appropriate decision and get the title transferred as required. The purpose 
for this letter is to advise you that the City expects this requirement to be met and would ask you to 
please comply by no later than Monday, August 31, 2009. Both Don and I are available to discuss 
these concerns with you and to work with you in completing the necessary title transfer. As I 
mentioned in my earlier letter, some of the lot owners in the subdivision have indicated a willingness 
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Slerwin Seamons 
Aigust 14, 2009 
toform a homeowners association to hold the title and provide management for the property. The 
City would also be willing to consider the acceptance of title and undertaking the obligations of 
miintenance and protective services as provided by the ordinance. 
It is expected that you will follow through and observe the deadline stated in this letter. The 
City has no interest in any action other than working with you to achieve compliance, but expects 
that you will take the necessary steps to do so. Your continuing refusal and failure to properly deal 
with the Open Space in your subdivision will leave the City with no alternative other than to seek the 
court's assistance in directing your full compliance. 
Sincerely yours, 
OLSQU(UIOGGAN,P.C. 
aFuce L. J c ^ g ^ ^ r ^ ^ 
BLJ/mrb ' ' 
cc: Don Hartle, City Manager 
Wellsville City Corporation 
Post Office Box 6 
Wellsville, UT 84339 
J:\BLJ\WELLSVILLE\sseamons.doc 
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I ^ C South 300 West 
P--OBOX212 
Ardendoa, Utah 84325 
A, ugut21,2C09 
O^air B-ruce, 
I ^ m in receiptor your .'etter ts 3f August 20,2009 and wish to tiew up some issues with this,. 
-r^irfc stridency 
» gtck nwkdgs the fact that you did incised write to me earliei this year concerning the open 
sp^-csof thi Ml. Sterling Estates Subdivision. I immediately contacted Don :o inform him that 
yCf. SK phen Braadley had fikd a notice of interest on the las1, remaining let dot #8) as well a« aJi 
th«es opjjj space in the jub*division. J informed Don tha: until this legal issue wis resolved between 
m^seliand Mr. Brandley, my hands were tied concerning any transfer of title to an entity who met 
W^lisvilJe City's criteria concerning acceptance of the open space f assumed Don would forward 
ihs-t iriformaiion to ycu Apparently he did not My apologies to you. 
Fu-Tthernore, you stated in your letter of August 14, 2C09, that my continuing refusal and failure to 
prc?P**y deft? with the open space in the sub-division will leave the City with no alternative other Ihfin to 
see? k tit- courts assistance in directing my full compliance 
Ap&m Bruce, I immediately contacted Don The gia of the conversation went somewhat like this. 
I
 a^kedDon if he did not recall that the open space was tied up by Mr. Brandley and I couldn't deed the 
open space to anyone at the present time, until the legal issues were resolved. Don responded, "oh, 
mere a r a few things J nc&d to bring rimce up to speed on. I'll tale care of it." Our conversation ended 
ai r fia* »oint, when my ce!! phone lost signal, i wasn't able to got back « him that day. 
The intent of this letter is only as a follow up to you about my telephone conversation with Don. I will 
kesjp you posted as to how the Ic^aJ proceedings are progressing with Mr. Brandley and myself. 
Wears yw aware in the past I have directed three different non-profit organizations to meet with the 
I City about &c4sptia$ the open space, an of which have been turned away? 
It hrs*s been perplexing to say the least for me, the three organiariona, as well as Mr. Alain Baimaimo 
who* repesented me at the time, to try to ascertain what criteria had not been met! 
I d e n ' i want to butt heads with you or the city. I have overlooked your harsh words directed to me since 
. 2 belie vtvcu *vou!d not have used them had you been aware of my previous attempts to satisfy the 
: open spies requirements; and since then I have been actively addressing the issue with Mr. Brandley. 
: I wer?jh±fc5k a favor of you Bruce. Would you please send nte the portion cf the City ordinance that 
deal's with the open space requirements? 
Tliarric yoc for your response. 
Sherwin Seamons 
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COUNTY TAX RECORD ON TAX 
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nesday, August 03, 2011 
T; Roll Information 
For 10-076-0000 4:22PM 
Owner Name & Address Owners List 
Parcel 
Name 
C/O Name 
Address 1 
Address 2 
'ity State Zip 
District 
Year 
1 0 - 0 7 6 - 0 0 0 0 
SEAMONS, SHERWIN 
BOX 422 
MENDON 
004 WELLSVILLE 
2 0 1 1 Status 
Entry 802 699 
K & JANE C 
UT 84325 
CITY 
TX 
Property Address 
SEAMONS, SHERWIN K & JANE C 
802699 1153/738 
Address 
City 
Tax Rate 0.010153 
LAND VACANT 
Totals 
Square Footage: 0 
Year Built: 0 
Building Type: 
* * * * * PROPERTY INFORMATION * * * * * 
2010 
UNITS/ ACRES MARKET TAXABLE 
3 5 . 3 9 1 , 0 8 9 1 , 0 9 0 
1 , 0 8 9 1 , 0 9 0 
* * * * * BUILDING & TAX INFORMATION * * * * * 
Taxes for: 2 010 
Taxes for: 2 0 1 1 
Special Tax: 
Abatements: 
Payments: ( 
Balance Due: 
MARKET 
1 , 0 8 9 
1 , 0 8 9 
1 0 . 9 0 
1 1 . 5 3 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
1 1 . 5 3 
2011 
) 
TAXABLE 
1 , 0 9 0 
1 , 0 9 0 
* * * * * BACK TAX SUMMARY * * * * * 
Back Taxes for the Year: 2 0 0 8 2 4 . 7 5 
Back Taxes for the Year: 2 0 0 9 2 3 . 5 9 
Back Taxes for the Year: 2 0 1 0 2 1 . 7 4 
Total Back Taxes: 70 .08 
* * * * * PARCEL HISTORY SECTION * * * * * 
048-0003 5/03; AMENDED PLAT 8/04; REM 1/07-1000; 
* * * * * LEGAL DESCRIPTION * * * * * 
Property Address: 
urrent Year: 
OPEN SPACES WITHIN MOUNT STERLING ESTATES AMENDED CONT 35.55 AC 
WALKING TRAIL WITHIN SD PLAT IS VACATED AND ABANDONED TO WELLSVILLE CITY BY ENT 
894910 BK 1362 PG 768 
LESS: CUL DE SAC AT SOUTH END OF ASPEN WAY DEEDED TO WELLSVILLE CITY BY ENT 
935408 BK 1445 PG 968 CONT 0.16 AC (1000) NET 35.39 AC 
ext Year 
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nesday, August 03, 2011 
ion miormatioi i 
For 10-076-0000 4:21PM 
Owner Name & Address Owners List 
Parcel 
Name 
C/O Name 
Address 1 
Address 2 
•ity State Zip 
District 
Year 
1 0 - 0 7 6 - 0 0 0 0 Entry 8 0 2 6 9 9 
SEAMONS, SHERWIN K & JANE C 
BOX 422 
MENDON UT 8 4 3 2 5 
004 WELLSVILLE CITY 
2 0 1 1 Status TX 
Address 
City 
Tax Rate 0 
Property 
0 1 0 1 5 3 
Address 
1 SEAMONS, SHERWIN K & JANE C 
8 0 2 6 9 9 1 1 5 3 / 7 3 8 
* * * * * PROPERTY INFORMATION * * * * * 
2010 2011 
LAND VACANT 
T o t a l s 
Square F o o t a g e : 0 
Year B u i l t : 0 
B u i l d i n g Type: 
UNITS/ ACRES MARKET TAXABLE 
3 5 . 3 9 1 , 0 8 9 1 , 0 9 0 
1 , 0 8 9 1 , 0 9 0 
* * * * * BUILDING & TAX INFORMATION * * * * * 
Taxes for: 2 010 
Taxes for: 2 0 1 1 
Special Tax: 
Abatements: 
Payments: ( 
Balance Due: 
* * * * * BACK TAX SUMMARY * * * * * 
Back Taxes for the Year: 2008 2 4 . 7 5 
Back Taxes for the Year: 2009 2 3 . 5 9 
Back Taxes for the Year: 2010 2 1 . 7 4 
Total Back Taxes: 7 0 . 0 8 
MARKET 
1 , 0 8 9 
1 , 0 8 9 
1 0 . 9 0 
1 1 . 5 3 
0 . 0 0 
0 , 0 0 
0 . 0 0 ) 
1 1 . 5 3 
TAXABLE 
1 , 0 9 0 
1 , 0 9 0 
* * * * * PARCEL HISTORY SECTION * * * * * 
-048-0003 5/03; AMENDED PLAT 8/04; REM 1/07-1000; 
* * * * * LEGAL DESCRIPTION * * * * * 
Property Address: 
Current Year: 
OPEN SPACES WITHIN MOUNT STERLING ESTATES AMENDED CONT 3 5.55 AC 
WALKING TRAIL WITHIN SD PLAT IS VACATED AND ABANDONED TO WELLSVILLE CITY BY ENT 
894910 BK 1362 PG 768 
LESS: CUL DE SAC AT SOUTH END OF ASPEN WAY DEEDED TO WELLSVILLE CITY BY ENT 
935408 BK 1445 PG 968 CONT 0.16 AC (1000) NET 35.39 AC 
lext Year: 
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